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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This document contains a presentation of the four training activities implemented by the OD&M              

Alliance between October 2018 and June 2019, respectively in Italy, UK, Spain and Poland.  

 

The trainings have been developed, in the first instance, on the basis of the insights gathered through                 

the exploratory study implemented by the Alliance over the course of 2017 . The study was aimed at                 
1

achieving in depth understanding of the types of collaborations that Universities, communities of             

makers and firms across Europe and China are currently developing around the making culture and, by                

extension, open design and manufacturing. Besides, the study was aimed at gathering insights about              

possible innovations in higher education – including curricula and teaching and learning methods – that               

would lead to better and increased cross-sectoral synergies in the emerging OD&M field.  

 
The training projects have been further advanced through a round of co-design implemented first at the                

international level (see London Co-design workshop Report available at www.odmplatform.eu), and           

then at the local levels of the four EU nodes, with the involvement of local stakeholders and external                  

experts. 

 

These co-design activities, which included workshops, desk research and stakeholder consultation, have            

led to the identification of key characteristics of each training, in terms of strategic positioning,               

target-group(s), types of learning challenges, learning outcomes and assessment and validation of            

competencies. More broadly, the trainings have been operating as testbeds for prototyping possible             

innovations within the higher education institutions involved, in order to explore the application of              

open design & manufacturing as a means to drive new cross-sectoral alliances, as well as to boost new                  

knowledge and skills via new teaching and learning methods. 

 

The document contains a summary of the activities implemented, methodology applied, learning            

challenges explored in each node and prototypes realized. More qualitative results and outcomes             

stemming from the training are instead documented in the final impact report (D5.3). 

 

OD&M Team, June 2019 

 

1 OD&M Alliance, Universities, Enterprises and Maker Communities in Open Design & Manufacturing across Europe: an 
exploratory study, 2017. Available at: http://odmplatform.eu 
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Design Driven Strategies for Manufacture 4.0 and Social Innovation         
| Florence (Italy) 

 
 

Overview 

● Type of training: Advanced University Course (according to the Italian system, Corso            

di Perfezionamento Universitario) 
● Target-group(s): Post-graduate students and professionals 

● Period of implementation: November 2018 - April 2019 

● Key knowledge domains: Industry 4.0; Design Thinking, Service Design and Systemic           

Design, Social Innovation. 

● Partners involved: Unifi-DIDA, LAMA, Centro Sperimentale del Mobile e         

dell’Arredamento, Manifattura Tabacchi (MTDM), S.E.A Camper 

● Students trained: 22 

● Challenges explored: 2 

● Prototypes realized: 5 

 

Training description     
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In the era of the fourth industrial revolution, traditional models of production and             

consumption are evolving radically and rapidly. Big data, platforms, Internet of Things,            

augmented reality and artificial intelligence are the keywords of a change that brings about              

profound social and cultural transformations, well beyond the sole technological dimension.           

In this unprecedented challenge, enterprises, organizations and institutions across all          

sectors show the growing need to rely on new professional profiles able to unleash diffused               

creativity and resilience, turning innovation into an open process of collective experience            

and connection across meanings, knowledge and know-hows. 

In this scenario, how do we design new products, services and experiences 4.0? How can               

we make the most of collective intelligence and open and distributed collaboration to             

drive sustainable social innovations? How do we give life to multi-sectoral and            

multi-disciplinary communities of innovation? Which role to be played by design and            

designers?  

Design Driven Strategies is an Advanced University Course on system thinking and design             

thinking in the paradigm 4.0. The ultimate goal is to empower students and professionals in               

using design as a strategic lever for shaping multi-sectoral, collaborative and distributed            

processes of co-creation, going beyond the conception of innovation (and social innovation)            

as a linear process. We aim at boosting sustainable, social innovations across design and              

manufacturing able to drive competitiveness hand in hand with territorial enhancement.           

The Course is dedicated to shape ‘Enablers of Innovation and Social Innovation’ across             

diverse communities and stakeholders, facilitating horizontal collaboration and bridging         

around real challenges that take together both economics and society, through a design             

driven approach.  

Training structure 

The training has been articulated into 7 modules, as it follows: 

1. Macro-trends: Theoretical module exploring trends such as Industry 4.0, circular          

economy and sharing economy, and what they bring about in terms of new business              

models, production processes and products. This module also explored the emerging           

maker movement and attempted to provide students with basic knowledge around           

open design & manufacturing. 
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2. Sensing the change: Mix of theoretical and practical module that explored Art of             

Hosting techniques and social innovation practices. 

3. Design Thinking and Systemic Design: theoretical module exploring the key          

principles and approaches of design thinking and systemic design and their relation            

with the open design & manufacturing field. 

4. Challenges: event-based module during which we launched the 2 challenges of the            

course (see below) and we created the teams. 

5. Exploration: practical module that has explored the challenges, providing students          

with a number of research and inquiring tools and approaches. 

6. Ideation: practical module that supported students in the ideation of prototyping           

solutions in response to the challenges. 

7. Prototyping and Delivering: final module which supported students in the          

realization of prototypes. 

 

Training methodology 
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The training has been largely based on the key principles and approaches of             

design-thinking. We have therefore worked on the different phases of DT, providing            

students with specific knowledge and skills to meaningfully dig deeper into each phase of              

the process, on the basis of the challenges launched. 

The total training hours were 108, out of which 84 of theoretical and practical work, and 24                 

of project work. Lessons have been organized mainly during the week-end (Friday and             

Saturday), in order to allow all students to participate, especially those already working.             

Moreover, lessons have been strategically held in different locations, including at the            

University of Florence, Impact Hub Florence, Fablab Florence. Many activities have also            

included visits to local manufacturing enterprises, as well as active research and exploration             

in public urban spaces such as Manifattura Tabacchi in Florence. A group of 5 tutors (from                

Unifi-DIDA, LAMA and CSM) have been continuously supporting and facilitating students           

towards the development of their prototypes, with several moments of collective           

assessment and sharing of learnings. 

Furthermore, the training has been punctuated with a number of open events (seminars             

and workshops) during which we have explored several topics such as the future of design               

and designers in the OD&M paradigm, innovation of higher education, university-business           

cooperation, among others. These events have been strategically used to provide students            

with orientation and career guidance, and to strengthen their relational network and social             

capital. 

Trainers and Teachers  

The course has involved a mix of University professors and PhDs, staff of the partners LAMA                

and CSM, and several experts and practitioners across the main topics explored during the              

training. The overall goal in the selection of teachers and trainers was to provide students               

with a ‘full-spectrum’ opportunity of teaching and learning, in order to make them             

confronting different experiences and perspectives. Moreover, we have had a number of            

international teachers. The full list of teachers, trainers and tutors can be find below: 

● Prof. Giuseppe Lotti, Unifi - DIDA 

● Prof. Mauro Lombardi, Unifi 
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● Flaviano Zandonai, EURICSE 

● Marco Tognetti, LAMA 

● Michel Bachmann, Impact Hub Zurich 

● Vincenzo Di Maria, Commonground 

● Eleonora Trivellin, Unifi - DIDA 

● Viktor Malakusczi, Università La Sapienza, Rome 

● Andrea Cattabriga, SLOW D 

● Andrea Zanni, Wikimedia Italia 

● Laura Martelloni, LAMA 

● Alessandra Zagli, LAMA 

● Valentina Frosini, Unifi - DIDA 

● Veronica Di Salvo, Unifi - DIDA 

● Ilaria Bedeschi, CSM 

Challenges and Prototypes 

During the training, we have launched 2 challenges: 

● Manifattura Tabacchi - The square of the new Millennium. Manifattura Tabacchi           

Florence is currently the most important urban regeneration project in the city.            

Conceived with a dual concept: the interactive square and the convergence           

between tradition and modernity. Starting from these two directions, translated          

into design challenges, three student teams have developed some interventions that           

might be able to find a testing ground during the temporary events scheduled at MT               

in the coming months. This challenge has included external stakeholders such as            

Manifattura Tabacchi (MTDM), City of Florence, Impact Hub Florence, Fablab          

Florence, Community Groups, Local makerspaces. 
● Open Innovation for manufacturing SMEs. Remote areas are located far from the            

centers offering essential services (such as education, health and mobility), but at            

the same time they are rich in natural and environmental resources and a valuable              

cultural heritage. In order to strengthen the local development factors of these            

areas, students were asked to propose paths of innovation and new social scenarios             

related to the camper sector, through the activation of synergies between different            

actors that are active in the targeted territories. 
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In response to the challenges launched within the training, students have worked in 5              

teams, each working on the development of a specific prototype in response to the              

challenge chosen. The prototypes realized by the students teams are as follows: 

❖ NEST - NEXT STEP | A creative and dynamic space for makers  
  
A coworking space located at Manifattura Tabacchi, equipped with low maintenance           

materials and furnishings, which works as a platform for maker communities in the city.              
NEST Enables self-production of furnishings and provides makers with a space to work and              

prototype. 

 

 
 

❖ SMA_LAB PROJECT | Co-creation community hub 
  
Sma_lab is a device to create and to develop a new community from the environment of                

handicraft, innovation and fashion, art and design local schools. Sma_lab aims to match             

issues and skills of students, makers, and craftsmen, catalyzing and empowering their            

knowledge. 
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❖ #MAKEITMANIFATTURA | Interactive installations to boost      
engagement and foster collective identity in MT 
  

The pin-wall is one of the #MakeItManifattura interactive installations: visitors are invited to             

link experiences that they have already done and experiences that they would like to do in                

the future. #MakeItManifattura wants to involve people and invite them to share their             

stories. 
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❖ CamperJob | Job searching and career orientation service in remote          
areas 

 
The camper van as a means of transferring good practices, culture and interactive             

experiences about “the job of the future”, activating a process of dissemination inspired by              

the beehive and pollination between cities and remote areas. 

 

❖ Carriù | Innovative education services in remote areas 
 
A camper van that becomes a modular warehouse of supply of educational activities             

targeting children in rural and remote areas. An itinerant service aimed at reactivating local              

communities through moments of exchange between tradition and innovation, with          

educational activities for the rediscovery and reinterpretation of the local cultural heritage. 

Learners 

The class was composed of 22 students, with the following structure: 

● 7 male and 15 female  

● 50% University students and 50% workers 

● Main educational and professional backgrounds: product design, service design,         

economics, political sciences. 

● 5 foreign students (China, Greece and Mexico) and 17 Italian students. 
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Open Design and Manufacturing through event-based learning |        
Dabrowa Gornicza and Lodz (Poland)  

 

Overview: 

● Type of training: Bachelor course 
● Target-group(s): Under-graduate students  

● Period of implementation: October 2018 - March 2019 

● Key knowledge domains: Heuristic methods, Web design, coding, IoT, Human-Robot          

interaction,  

● Partners involved: WSB University, Fablab Lodz, Lodz University of Technology,          

Textilab Łodzki Kolektyw Krawiecki, Printor, WIMA, Reycast, Profil, ABB 

● Students trained: 27 

● Challenges explored: 8 

● Prototypes realized: 4 
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Training description 

The training in the Polish node consisted of a Bachelor degree course focussed on three               

main areas of knowledge and skills development: heuristic methods, web applications           

design, design and coding of ‘embedded systems’. The overall goal was to equip students              

with multi-disciplinary knowledge to solve practical problems through an open design and            

manufacturing approach. Students got familiar with particular methods of stock makers’           

workflow and with the most important values of the global maker movement. Students also              

acquired hard and soft skills to participate in interdisciplinary projects (service robots, IoT             

applications) focused on creative and innovative undertaking of problems. The soft and            

manual skills, and rapid prototyping methods gained during the project allowed students to             

create proofs of concept at pre-prototype and prototype level.   

Training structure and methodology 

The training has been structured as it follows: 

● 3 frontal sub-courses related to 

Management and heuristic methods  

ICT – Designing web applications 

ICT – Coding and designing of embedded systems 

● 8 webinars carried out by experts from FabLab Łodź and Technical University of 

Lodz. Each webinar has explored specific subjects and techniques such as rapid 

prototyping. 

● 2 workshops at Fablab Lodz to foster team building as well as specific prototyping 

techniques. 

● 3 hackathons –– competition based on challenges given by 

company/manufacturer/local authority etc. in the field of Smart City. 

 

The overall duration of the course was 105 hours, implemented between October 2018 and              

March 2019. Lessons have occurred mainly at WSB premises, although a number of             

workshops and hackathons have been delivered at FabLab Lodz. We also made use of              

webinars. The whole training has been developed in English, given the international feature             

of the class.  
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Trainers and Teachers 

The training has involved a mix of teachers and trainers from the University, manufacturing              

and maker movement domains. Frontal and more theoretical lessons have seen the            

involvement of WSB University staff, mainly from the Department of Computer Science,            

Department of Management Engineering and Logistic Processes, Department of         

Management and Department of International Entrepreneurship and Finances. Staff from          

Fablab Lodz have facilitated the development of the prototypes, working both via physical             

workshops and hackathons as well as via remote assistance. Lastly, representatives from            

companies and start-ups have been involved mainly during hackathons and practical           

workshops, providing thematic knowledge and expertise. 

Challenges and Prototypes 
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Throughout the course, students explored the following challenges in the context of            

hackathons and workshops, as it follows: 

● Heuristic methods 

● Designing web applications 

● Internet of Things project 

● 1st Hackathon – SUMO Challenge 

● Coding and designing of embedded systems 

● 2nd Hackathon – IoT 

● Open design and manufacturing and the role of Fablabs and Makerspaces 

● Interdisciplinary problem solving in multi-cultural contexts 

Students have been working on the development of 4 prototypes of smart clothes: 

1. Skirt with tilt and pulse sensors designed for eldery women. In case of fall skirt will                

send information to users and inform people around (with usage of light and sound              

signals) that this person needs help. 

 

2. Underwear for disable people which is created with usage of heart rate, humidity and               

temperature sensors sending data to nurse (on mobile or computer) if any of indexes              
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increase. 

 

3. T-shirt to protect citizens from dangers like: child/women abuse, rape or kidnapping. The              

prototype is based on temperature sensor, Bluetooth connector, and sound button. In case             

T-shirt user is in danger and he/she will push sound button and, if body temperature will                

also rise, the t-shirt will send loud sound signal and information. 
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4. Hat and socks for pulse and temperature monitoring. The prototype will record user              

heartbeat and body temperature and send this data to mobile devices. Additionally, if one              

of these indexes will increase, the hat/socks will warn patients with sound signal. 

 

Learners 

Students involved in the Polish node were 27 in total, from 13 Countries including Poland,               

Georgia, Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Peru, Ukraine, Moldova, Honduras, Egypt, Swaziland,         

Colombia, Kazakhstan. 

 

Citizens Centered Innovation and Design for Open and Distributed         
Manufacture | London (UK) 
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Overview: 

● Type of training: Post-graduate course in MA Industrial Design 

● Target-group(s): Post-graduate students  

● Period of implementation: October 2018 - April 2019 

● Key knowledge domains: Product Design; Service Design; International Development;         

Product Design Engineering; Architecture  

● Partners involved: University of the Arts London: Central Saint Martins, Product           

Ceramic and Industrial Design Programme, MA Industrial Design + Green Lab           

London. 

● Students trained: 37 

● Challenges explored: 3 

● Prototypes realized: 9 

 

Training description 

Design for publics applies design processes in response to societal issues and the dynamic              

challenges that require new ways of thinking and doing. The course explored the value of               

strategic collaboration between design education and local government to service, policy           

and social innovation – co-creating place based solutions to local challenges. Facing new             

challenges, in a time of change and uncertainty, Design for Publics created a space for               

collaboration and experimentation where diverse societal actors can work together, pooling           

knowledge and resources to find new ways to address contemporary societal challenges –             

learning together by doing together. The designer’s ability to engage complex problems,            
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equips them with the ability to engage societal challenges but they cannot do this alone. On               

Design for Publics methods of co-design and participatory design are developed with            

problem stakeholders, to jointly frame and tackle such challenges. The course has delivered             

a model of design-led, citizen centred social innovation, that develops links with social             

enterprises, government, local authorities, charities and NGOs. Learners have undertaken          

full-time study working to define and address challenges with local authority           

representatives and importantly local residents and members of the community with a            

stake in the problems to address. These representatives have learned alongside the design             

students in complementary accredited and non- accredited learning experiences.  
 
Training structure and methodology 

Design for Publics has been structured as a challenge-based learning in a context of open               

design engaging socially responsive themes. Shared content is delivered across the three            

thematic challenges. This learning is pertinent to any learner operating in a context of              

Industry 4.0 and has been orientated to delivering skills and competencies that equip             

learners to take a strategic role within the industry 4.0 context. Methodological and critical              

tools introduced include: 

- Introduction to Design Led Social Innovation: Managing Collaboration and         

Complexity 

- Re-Designing Products for a Circular Economy - a practical workshop structured           

around teardown and reassembly activities. 

- Service Design Methods and Tools - structured around persona development and           

scenario building through workshopping with service design tools within thematic          

context. 

- Intellectual Property for Open Design, Innovation and Social Enterprise. This          

session explored IP in industry 4.0, Open innovation and commons contexts. 

- Video Production and Visual Storytelling - introductions into Adobe Premiere and           

After Effects. 

- Physical Computing - introduction into processing and Arduino. 

- Design for Digital Manufacture - introduction into design for additive manufacture,           

3D printing and laser cutting. 

- Industry 4.0 / Introduction to Green Lab - lectures delivered through the experience             
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of makerspace coordinators. 

- Reflection on enterprise and experience-based learning activities built around         

structured reflection of the learning experience. 

The training has been delivered through challenge-based learning in a context of open             

design, engaging socially responsive thematic or briefs, testing learning recognition models           

in formal and informal learning contexts. The training introduced learners to principles of             

design led social innovation through the introduction of methodological and critical           

approaches in this context of design and innovation. Learners are introduced to a divergent              

convergent design process structured through five phases: 

1. Discover: The start of a project is a period of discovery situated in a context of Open                 

Design and Manufacture, gathering inspiration and insights, identifying user needs          

and developing initial ideas appropriately located in a context of Industry 4.0. In this              

first stage, students have been asked to look at the world in a fresh way, noticing                

new things and seeking inspiration. They had to develop an opinion about what they              

found out and were introduced to, deciding what is new and interesting, and what              

will inspire new ideas. Specific methods introduced included user research, system           

and stakeholder mapping, persona development, managing and planning and design          

research groups. 

2. Define: The second stage represented the definition phase, to make sense of all the              

possibilities identified in the Discover phase. The goal was to develop a clear creative              

brief that frames the design challenge to be undertaken. Key methods during the             

Define phase are: project development, project management and project sign-off,          

concept development, scenario building, initial prototyping activities; here learning         

through doing and making is advocated where the practice of designing and making             

informs the framing of the project in the early stages. 

3. Develop: The third stage marked a period of development where design concepts            

were created, prototyped, tested and iterated. This process of trial and error has             

worked to improve and refine ideas. Key activities and objectives during this phase             

were: prototyping, co-design, collaboration, visual management, development       

methods and testing through presentation and feedback on the design work. 

4. Deliver: The fourth phase was the Deliver phase, where the resulting product or             

service was finalised. The key activities and objectives during this stage were final             
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testing, communication and presentation. 

5. Scale and Implementation: this phase included dissemination and presentation of          

final projects. Through feedback loops and presentation of the concept, students           

were encouraged to consider how the work might sustain and even scale.            

Entrepreneurial opportunities that emerged through the process should be reflected          

on.  

6. Reflection: Students were asked to reflect on the design process and the learning             

gain through the project. 

The training has been implemented between October 2018 and March 2019. A series of              

learning events have been made open to communities beyond those undertaking the formal             

training but who have been identified to have an interest in the challenge. Participation              

included community stakeholders, makers, social enterprise experts, charities and         

entrepreneurs. Training locations have included University of the Arts London: Central Saint            

Martins, University of the Arts London: CCW, GreenLab London. 

Challenges and Prototypes 

The UK node, in the context of Design for Publics, has explored three challenges: 
 

1. Chalton Street: Furnishing the Public Living Room. Chalton Street Market has been            

part of the fabric of Somers Town, an area of North London neighboring Central              

Saint Martins college, for over 100 years. It is home to an ambitious, engaged and               

diverse community that wants their local market to succeed and grow. Somers Town             

is changing with the delivery of a number of major construction projects in the area               

as part of an ongoing development. Ensuring that this development benefits all the             

people that live in the neighborhood is a challenge that the Council and other groups               

are keen to address, particularly as the St. Pancras and Somers Town ward is among               

the most deprived 5% of neighborhoods in London. As part of these plans, the local               

community is looking to strengthen the market as the “intergenerational economic           

and social hub of the area” so that it can “support community resilience and help               

local people capture potential from opportunities nearby.” In this way Chalton Street            

market aims to be a market of both economic and social value. The Living Centre and                

other local community partners will deliver 3 stalls for the market that will be              
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community owned and operated, creating opportunities for local residents to gain           

work experience whilst contributing to the wellbeing of local people. This challenge            

considered how design-led creative activities and collaborative processes can be          

used to engage residents and other stakeholders in generating insights into what the             

different people and publics of Somers Town need and want from Chalton Street             

Market. Also, to identify opportunities to respond to those needs through the            

co-design of ‘market furniture’ that can be manufactured and assembled using           

digital production methods. The appearance and function of the market furniture           

can make an important contribution to the look and feel of the market, helping the               

new community initiatives stemming from the market to succeed and demonstrating           

the optimism and innovation of the area more widely. Central to these activities             

have been a series of ‘open’ workshops designed and delivered by the team of              

learners from HEI, (supported by Living Centre, Camden Council (Third Sector           

Industry Partners and Public Collaboration Lab staff HEI Academics). We have           

explored ways to enable their meaningful participation in co-discovering the          

systems, behaviours, needs and desires, relating to the market, co-defining the           

opportunities and challenges to be addressed by your designs and co-creating design            

proposals for ‘market furniture’ that help meet the opportunities and challenges           

defined. As part of the market furniture design participants have also considered the             

following: 

● Assembly/disassembly. 

● Mobility/transportable without a vehicle. 

● Storage of the furniture when not in use. 

● Sustainability/durability – furniture must be durable enough to last for at least            

two years of use. 

2. Algae: a material for healthier urban environments. This challenge focused on bio            

material innovations in algae material for healthier urban environments in          

collaboration with Green Lab. 

3. FabCity: how can we design globally and manufacture locally.  
 

Trainers and Teachers 

● Prof. Adam Thorpe (Social Innovation): An Introduction to Design Led Social           

Innovation; Collaboration and Complexity. 
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● Nat Hunter (Industry 4.0): Introduction to Industry 4.0 and Re-Designing Products for            

a Circular Economy. 

● Ande Gregson (Industry 4.0): Introduction to Green Lab. 

● Dr Matt Malpass (Industrial Design): Service Design Methods and Tools. 

● Nick Rhodes (Industrial Design): Service Design Methods and Tools. 

● Anoushka Cole (Design Research): Material Innovation with Algae 

● Edward Hill (Design Research and Botany): Material Innovation with Algae 

● Tessa Read (Enterprise and Employability): Reflection on enterprise and         

experience-based learning. 

● Kerri Jefferies (Enterprise and Employability): Reflection on enterprise and         

experience-based learning. 

● Chris Follows (Communities of Practice and Digital Making) 

● Billy Dickinson: Design for Digital Manufacture - introduction into design for additive            

manufacture, 3D printing and laser cutting. 

● Anita Delaney: Video Production and Visual Storytelling. 

● Roxanne Peters (Intellectual Property Tutor): IP for Social Enterprise. 

● Jeremy Keenen (Technician): Physical Computing - introduction into processing and          

Arduino. 

● Nick Paget (Product Designer): Design for Enterprise 

 Learners 

Design for Publics involved 36 learners, out of which 19 female and 17 male. Other key                
characteristics: 

● Age range: 20-32 

● Educated to Bachelors Level 

● International diversity: 9 nationalities represented. 

● Main areas of study: Product design, Service design; International development,          

Product Design Engineering, Architecture. 
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Prototyping Artisan - A Designer who makes | Bilbao (Spain) 

 

 

Overview 

● Type of training: Elective course in Industrial Design Program (Prototyping and digital 

fabrication) 

● Target-group(s):  Undergraduate Students (Current students from Industrial Design 

Engineering Degree (Elective course)) 

● Period of implementation:  Sept 18 - Feb 19 (+ training results presentation in July 

2019 and December 2019) 

● Key knowledge domains: Prototyping / Social Innovation / Industrial Design / Product 

Design / Engineering / Design for All 

● Partners involved (external): University of Deusto, Fekoor (http://www.fekoor.com/) 
+ Etxegoki Neighbours (Managed by Fekoor) 

● Students trained: 22 

● N° of Challenges explored: 1 

● N° of Prototypes realized: 7 
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Training description     

The Spanish training has been positioned in the context of the following degree courses: 

A. A specific module within the elective course ‘Prototyping and Digital Fabrication’.           
This course is focussed on students enrolled in a first cycle University degree in              
Industrial Design Engineering. 

B. A specific module in a course for international students ‘Digital Fabrication           
Technologies’, this in turn within the University Degree course in Engineering.  

Key objective of the training activities was to support students in developing competencies             
and skills for prototyping solutions (i.e. products) in response to real problems, making use              
of digital manufacturing resources in Deusto Fablab and other prototyping techniques and            
materials. The main learning objectives and areas of study included: 

● Prototyping techniques 
● Design process 
● ‘Maker approach’ to problem solving 
● User research 
● Ethics 

Training structure & methodology 

The training has been structured into the following modules/stages: 

● Framing 

● User research 

● Conceptualization 

● Prototyping 

● Testing 

● Final evaluation 

 

Each training has lasted 150 hours in total, combining frontal lessons and practical lessons              

mainly held at Deusto Fablab. Our external auditors - Etxegoki Residence - Fekoor             

Association - have been involved as challenge providers as well as reviewers of the final               

prototypes realized by students. 
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Challenges and Prototypes 

Introduction and context 

 

Fekoor (People with physical and/or organic disabilities in Bizkaia, 

http://www.fekoor.com/portada/about.html) has an apartment resource with support for 

people with physical disabilities called Etxegoki 

(http://www.fekoor.com/servicios/etxegoki-alternativa-vivienda.html). Located in the 

Txurdinaga district (Bilbao), this center has 30 permanent and 4 temporary places. 

 

Joining social innovation and support technology, Etxegoki has become a benchmark among 

residences and spaces that fully promotes the autonomy of people, offering a flexible and 

personalized support system so that its users acquire a greater degree of self-management 
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of their own life. Its success is based on continuous work to create customized solutions for 

each of the 34 residents. 

 

Training briefing 

 

The emergence of specific problems and barriers among residents in Etxegoki is an             

opportunity to work on unique solutions based on the study of users of the center, and then                 

develop them through the use of technologies that allow the prototyping of small runs or               

unique pieces. The challenge proposed to students has allowed them to apply their             

knowledge in the detection and resolution of problems, putting in practice design            

techniques focused on people and offering real solutions then implemented through the use             

of Deusto FabLab. The proposed solutions explored the topic of increased autonomy of the              

residents of Etxegoki, yet with possible elements of transferability to other centers with             

fewer technological resources managed by Fekoor, making Etxegoki an example of good            

practices. 

 

Objective of the challenge 

 

The challenge rotated around the Improvement of the daily life of the residents of Etxegoki 

analyzing its daily problems (knowledge provided by Etxegoki, Fekoor and the Deusto Design 

Research Group) through the realization of prototypes using knowledge of digital 

manufacturing. 
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